FLC 301: WHAT I LIKE MOST (Student Testimonials 11/28/2001)

1. GUEST LECTURE and Q&A SESSION
   • All lectures were informative & enthusiastic, particularly Profs. Levy, Sugarman, Schaefer
   • Lectures offered different, multiple, and unique views, were enjoyable
   • Lectures helped to prevent that this 3 hour class became too dull
   • The format was a nice break from traditional class discussion/lectures
   • I liked the UN Ambassador's knowledge. I was glad to meet and speak with him.

2. BRIEFING/ MINUTES
   • Minutes were very helpful to understand readings/good for review/provided different views
   • Briefings and minutes make students more responsible, allowed for reflection and summary
   • I liked them because they allowed to express student opinions
   • Both helped to speed up class
   • They forced students to pay attention and to analyze readings
   • Briefings and minutes were fairly simple and straight forward
   • I liked presenting briefings and minutes both

3. READING
   • I liked in particularly Kaplan's "Coming Anarchy" and the Kincaid reading "A Small Place"
   • Readings were interesting, informative, provided different viewpoints, and were course related
   • Readings were very well organized and incorporated with topics and lectures

4. INSTRUCTOR
   • I liked his hospitality and fairness
   • He was intelligent/informative/a good speaker/had good language proficiency/was knowledgeable/
     was very interesting
   • Instructor has a lot of personal experience, interesting ideas, opinions, unique perspectives to offer
   • His FLC on globalization is a great program
   • The instructor gave good examples and linked the readings
   • Emails from instructor were informative and provided good background info about 9/11 events

5. GRADING
   • Class grading is a fair representation of student performance/grading is good/is very fair
   • Instructor is very lenient as long as students attend, participate and do their work

6. TERM PAPER/EXTRACURRICULAR PROJECT
   • Project allows exploration and creativity
   • Project is good for FLC advertisement
   • The project allows for real world experiences, doing something outside of the classroom
   • Set up is very effective in utilizing what we learned in the course and through past experience

7. OTHER COMMENTS
   • I very much liked the United Nations visit
   • The food catering is a great idea